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Ngaa is a friendly and approachable advocate who fearlessly and effectively represents her clients. She is particularly
noted for the manner in which she is able to handle vulnerable and anxious clients.

Ngaa has a broad family practice and accepts instructions to appear in all stages of Private and Financial Remedies and
Family Law Act proceedings. Ngaa is meticulous in her preparation and committed to achieving the best outcome for
her clients.

Family

Children (Private Law)

Ngaa regularly represents clients who are involved in private children proceedings and accepts instructions in all
stages of such proceedings, including final and fact-finding hearings. Ngaa is praised for her excellent witness handling
and effective cross examination- experience of which is gained from her previous experience in criminal law.

Ngaa has extensive experience in all aspects of Children Act Proceedings representing either parties in proceedings
(be it fathers, mothers, grandparents, aunts and uncles). Ngaa has experience in internal and external relocation
applications, applications to remove children temporarily from the jurisdiction for holiday, applications to change the
child’s name or disputes as the child’s school, spend time with or live with orders together with enforcement of the
various orders.

Family Finance and Property

Ngaa has experience in all aspects of financial remedy applications following divorce. She has represented clients at all
stages from FDA to contested final hearings- including those with interveners.

Domestic Violence and Injunctions
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Ngaa has experience applying for and contesting Non-Molestation Orders and Occupation Orders -both on an ex
parte and on-notice basis through to final hearing.

Ngaa accepts instructions on a Public Access, Legal Aid and Private paying basis

.

 

Memberships

Family Law Bar Association

Awards

Duke of Edinburgh Award, Inner Temple (2010)
Exhibition Award, Inner Temple (2010)
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